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Abstract: This paper addresses supplier selection and design of multi-echelon supply chain network. There are four echelons 
in the network mainly, manufacturer, distribution centers, warehouses, and retailer stores (customer zones). The sourcing of 
these echelons and their distribution strategies are discussed in details to optimize the cost and service levels. The mathematical 
formulation is carried out in Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) with the help of Generic Algebraic Modeling System 
(GAMS). The objectives are to minimize total cost of the flow of products and the fixed cost associated with opening an entity, 
and to maximize the customer service levels. The effect of customer demand volatility on the service levels is reduced with 
strategic storage and aggregation maximize service level in each echelons with high variability to get necessary low volatility 
in service levels, with achieving higher service levels in return. 
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1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT), as a theory, has expanded the significance of developing an organization’s supply chain in 
the context of the monolith enterprise. With progression of research in supply chain in the past decade, it was determined that 
the methods of enhancing the supply chain mechanisms are vital for proper organizational functioning, directly or indirectly. 
For example, concepts like vendor-managed inventory or just-in-time distribution (JITD) demand a holistic strategy to fit a 
basic supply chain infrastructure. Still, adoption and usage of information to achieve proper evaluation and decision-making in 
all segments of the supply chain is the crucial element of enhancement. Thus, supply chain framework is the key interest of 
this study. The study has a goal to elaborate the specific customer demand (service levels) with taking into account the delivery 
flexibility factor with the minimally possible inventory. 

Supply chain design remains to be a fundamental factor of making decision for any business. The supply chain’s 
designing stage incorporates the decision-making pertaining to the range of details and processes. The design encourages a 
business to make a decision on how many echelons can be integrated within the selected supply chain. Upon making this 
decision, it is crucial to identify the number of facilities needed for a specific echelon.  

When location is well identified, sourcing related to entity is a crucial factor for the supply chain management. The 
significance of sourcing the properly selected distribution center and the right warehouse cannot be underestimated. 
Distribution approaches are selected based on whether the supply chain is working on make-to-stock or make-to-order 
manufacturing basis. Make-to-order manufacturing approach is utilized in low-volume industrial sector; meanwhile make-to-
stock manufacturing approach is broadly applied to mainstream manufacturing industry, considering that customer demand is 
unpredictable all the time. Thus, manufacturing begins beforehand in context of make-to-stock approach, preserving 
unpredictability in demand.  

With properly addressing the make-to-stock and JITD models, this study has moved forward to meet the vital supply 
chain tendency, i.e. presenting product to clients by organizational efforts, neglecting possible proxy distributors, representing 
direct to consumer (DTC) concept. DTC is utilized by multiple progressive organizations today, including Tesla, Nike, Under 
Armor, and so on. Since the demand is unpredictable, the research literature focuses on what the segments of enhancement are 
and why companies should consider risks and related unpredictability. In turn, the risks emerged upon implementation issues, 
lags in communication, prediction inaccuracy, and so on are controllable dimensions. The central enhancement element in the 
supply chain design is to identify and timely react to the risks of controllable nature. As mentioned before, the controllable 
risks are to be managed relatively successfully unlike uncontrollable ones, yet it is quite a hard task to complete anyway. 
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